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Summary
● Traditional coronagraphy: the Lyot Coronagraph


















































Order 0 of the star,
not dephased
Order +1 of the 
reference beam,



















The order -1 
of the 
ref. beam 
is said the “twin wave”
The order +1





























The flux is concentrated within the peak,
increasing the effect of the Lyot mask
Using an apodized pupil
  
● Classical Lyot coronagraph
● Apodized Lyot coronagraph
● Apodized Lyot coronagraph + adaptive hologram
● Apodized Lyot coronagraph + adaptive hologram 
and after the subtraction of the twin wave
– Perfect conditions
– /20 and /100 mirror imperfectionsλ λ
– /20 and /100 imperfections + photon noiseλ λ

































Performances with wavefront 













● Classical  coronagraph:
● Apodized coronagraph:
● Apodized  coron. + hologram:
● Apodized  coron. + hologram
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